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Become a Global Research Member: Receive a FREE
COPY of The Global Economic Crisis

By Global Research
Global Research, May 10, 2010
10 May 2010

Dear Readers,

We will be launching later this month a new book entitled Global Economic Crisis: The Great
Depression of the XXI Century, edited by Michel Chossudovsky and Andrew Gavin Marshall
(2010). This important volume contains twenty chapters by some of the most well-known
financial and social analysts and has received critical acclaim.

All new Global Research members as well as 2010 renewals will receive a free copy of The
Global Economic Crisis: The Great Depression of the XXI Century.

In  all  major  regions of  the world,  the economic  recession is  deep-seated,
resulting in mass unemployment, the collapse of state social programs and the
impoverishment of  millions of  people.  The meltdown of financial  markets was
the  result  of  institutionalized  fraud  and  financial  manipulation.  The  economic
crisis is accompanied by a worldwide process of militarization, a “war without
borders” led by the U.S. and its NATO allies.

This book takes the reader through the corridors of the Federal Reserve, into
the  plush  corporate  boardrooms  on  Wall  Street  where  far-reaching  financial
transactions  are  routinely  undertaken.

Each of the authors in this timely collection digs beneath the gilded surface to
reveal a complex web of deceit and media distortion which serves to conceal
the workings of the global economic system and its devastating impacts on
people`s lives.

For more information on the book, please click here.
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To start your membership with Global Research and receive your free copy of
The Global Economic Crisis, Michel Chossudovsky and Andrew Gavin Marshall
(editors) click here for details

We remind our readers that Global Research is completely independent and
does not receive funding from public or private foundations, therefore member
support is crucial for maintaining our projects including the development of our
publication division, which has produced this timely collection on The Global
Economic Crisis.

(Please note that the free book offer is only available for annual memberships
and does not apply to monthly memberships.)

The  cost  of  the  Annual  Membership  is  $95.00  and  Students/Seniors/Low
Income Membership is $48.00

There  are  three  simple  ways  to  begin/renew  your  membership:  online
payment,  credit  card  details  through fax  authorization  or  directly  by  mail
(cheque or money order in U.S. or Canadian funds, made out to CRG):

Centre for Research on Globalization (CRG)
PO Box 55019
11 Notre-Dame Ouest,
MONTREAL, Qc, H2Y 4A7
CANADA

We seek our readers’ support in forwarding the details concerning this new
book to your friends and colleagues, with a view battling the rising tide of
media disinformation concerning the economic crisis and its consequences on
people’s lives.

Your support is greatly appreciated.

With thanks and best wishes,

-The Global Research Team
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www.globalresearch.ca  contains  copyrighted  material  the  use  of  which  has  not  always  been
specifically  authorized  by  the  copyright  owner.  We  are  making  such  material  available  to  our
readers under the provisions of "fair use" in an effort to advance a better understanding of political,
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copyrighted material for purposes other than "fair use" you must request permission from the
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